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Modeling Reactive Systems With Statecharts : The Statemate ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 1998
The book provides a detailed description of a set of languages for modeling reactive systems, which underlies the STATEMATE toolset. The approach is dominated by the language of Statecharts, used to describe behavior, combined Activity-charts for describing activities (i.e., the functional building blocks--capabilities or objects) and the data that...
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Logic Circuit Design: Selected MethodsSpringer, 2012

	    In three main divisions the  book covers combinational circuits, latches, and asynchronous sequential circuits. Combinational circuits have  no memorising ability, while sequential circuits have such an ability to various degrees. Latches are the simplest sequential circuits, ones with the shortest memory. The...
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Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality: 25th International Working Conference, REFSQ 2019, Essen, Germany, March 18–21, 2019, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11412))Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the proceedings of the 25th International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering - Foundation for Software Quality, REFSQ 2019, held in Essen, Germany, in March 2019.

	
		The 13 full papers and 9 short papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 66 submissions. The papers...
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PDF Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips &ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Many people think of Adobe's Portable Document Format  (PDF) as a proprietary format for delivering unchangeable content  that readers can print out or view on-screen conveniently. That may  be how most people work with it, but you can do many more things with  PDF, with or without Adobe's tools.

PDF has...
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Integrating Security and Software Engineering: Advances and Future VisionIGI Global, 2006
Protecting valuable assets from intentional harm has been a focus of human activity from time immemorial. The proliferation of computers in society has meant that many business and mission critical assets are increasingly stored and manipulated by computer-based systems. The scale of misuse of these assets has also increased, because of their...
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Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases XVIII:  Volume 154 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2007
In the last decades information modelling and knowledge bases have become hot topics not only in academic communities related to information systems and computer science but also in business areas where information technology is applied.

The 16th European-Japanese Conference on Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases EJC 2006 continues...
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Program Construction: Calculating Implementations from SpecificationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Programming is a highly skilled activity, and good programmers are few and far between. In few other professions is the 90-10 rule (90% of the effort goes into the last 10% of the work) so vitally important. Many programmers are able to write programs that 'work' in most circumstances; few programmers know the basic principles of program...
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The Design of Plastic Optical Systems (SPIE Tutorial Text Vol. TT80)SPIE Publications, 2009

	Many items we use in our daily lives-the traffic signals, motion sensors, fingerprint readers, cell phone cameras, bar code scanners, and DVD players-rely upon plastic optical systems to perform. Consequently, there is a growing need for individuals who are knowledgeable in the design, development, and production of such systems.

...
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SysML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Systems Modeling LanguageAddison Wesley, 2013

	The Systems Modeling Language (SysML) extends UML with powerful systems engineering capabilities for modeling a wider spectrum of systems and capturing all aspects of a system’s design.   SysML Distilled  is the first clear, concise guide for everyone who wants to start creating effective SysML models.

	
...
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AdvancED DOM Scripting: Dynamic Web Design TechniquesFriends of Ed, 2007
Document Object Model (DOM) scripting is often misrepresented as any sort of scripting on the Web, but pure DOM scripting includes only those features and methods incorporated into a W3C DOM specification—that means no proprietary browser features. In a perfect world, we could follow the standards, ignore proprietary features, and finish with...
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Integration of Software Specification Techniques for Applications in EngineeringSpringer, 2004

	This volume is a documenlation of I he main results in Ihe research area "Inte
	gration of Software Specification Techniques for Applications in Engineering".
	On one hand it is based on the Priority Program "Integration von Techniken der
	Soflwarespezifikation fur ingenieurwissensehaftliehe Anwendungen", short Soft...
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The Book of PF: A No-Nonsense Guide to the OpenBSD FirewallNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		OpenBSD's stateful packet filter, PF, is the heart of the OpenBSD firewall and a necessity for any admin working in a BSD environment. With a little effort and this book, you'll gain the insight needed to unlock PF's full potential.

	
		This second edition of The Book of PF has been completely updated and...
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